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CHRIST THE ANTIDOTE REGARDING DEATH

Part 30.
The Fullness of the New Birth!

Quote:-  ''  I  wish with all my heart  that Christians would stop believing that they are  born again  the
moment they believe.  This doctrine taught almost  universally among evangelical people has been an
enormous hindrance in the progress of Christians, for they, thinking they have reached son-ship, fail to
press toward the mark of full son-ship in Him.  If men could only see that ''that which is born of God
CANNOT SIN because he is born of God,'' 1 Jn, 3:9 then they would not be in such a hurry to declare that
they are born again & thus full sons of God.  There is a universe of difference between being justified by
faith & being born again.  Both the thief on the cross & the Philippian gaoler believed on Christ & were
justified from their sins, but I think we would be very wrong to imagine that they had done any more than
''receive Him'' & because they had received Him, power was given to them to become sons of God. 
     
     We shall yet see walking on this earth a great company of begotten sons who have been born of God
even as Christ was born of God.  These sons will be completely incapable of sin in any aspect or in any
sense of the word.  I am sorry to say that, though I have been a believer for many years, yet I am still
capable of sin in thought, word, & deed.  But I think I can truthfully testify that I am far less capable of
sin now that I was when I first believed, & I see such a growing hatred within of all that pertains to sin's
realm that sin is rendered well nigh impossible.  Those who thus walk are in the process of becoming sons
of God and, when that birth is complete, they will have this testimony, ''They CANNOT SIN because they
are born of God'' ''Beloved now are we the CHILDREN of God, & it doth not yet appear what we shall
be, but we know that when He shall appear we shall BE LIKE HIM,  for we shall see Him as He is.  And
every man that hath this hope in him PURIFIETH HIMSELF even as HE IS PURE.'' 1Jn3:2-3.''   
     
     I do not want to depreciate anything that God has done for any man. We should be extremely thankful
for any experience we have had in Him, but let us abolish all opinions that would lead us to believe that
our little thimbleful of water is God's ocean, or that our little Pentecost was the Spirit without measure or
all the  fullness of God.  Let us rather realise that at best we have partaken of a mere  earnest  of our
inheritance & that the whole inheritance still lies ahead of us. We have partaken of a few luscious grapes
from Canaan,  but  just  beyond  us  lies  a  whole  realm flowing  with  milk  & honey & wine......  I  am
convinced more & more that it is the ever increasing fullness of the Holy Spirit that produces son-ship, for
by it we are both born of God & brought to the maturity of full son-ship.

     There is a fullness of the Spirit awaiting all those who long for son-ship.  It is a fullness that none but
Christ has ever received.  It is a fullness reserved for the time of the manifestation of the sons of God.  It
is a fullness that brings to a complete maturity.  It is the early & latter rain in the first month.  It was John
the Baptist who said.  ''Of His fullness have we all received & grace for grace,''  Jn 1:16, & there is no
doubt whatever that we have all received  of His fullness, but we have by no means received His fullness.
It was the beloved Paul who many years later bowed his knees before the God & Father of the Lord Jesus
Christ  & prayed  ''that ye might be filled with all  the fullness of God.''   Eph 3:19.  Have we even
remotely understood what it would mean to be filled with such divine & almighty fullness ---- filled with
all the fullness of God ?'' -: End quote.

    The above quotation is an excerpt from ''God's Great Family of Sons''  written by one of our great
forerunners George Hawtin.  I will be quoting from it from time to time in this Article as it is most
inspiring & full of the truths of this last day move of God & of the complete truth of the fullness of being
BORN AGAIN.

Born From Above, From the Very Beginning, From the Top !

Some years back I  was reading verse 3 of Jn 3.  ''Except  a man be born  again, he cannot see the
kingdom of God.''  As I looked at the word again a thought came & indicated that I should look in my
concordance.  I ignored the prompting for I already knew that it meant from above so I continued to read
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on, once again the prompting came & once again I ignored it, thinking I knew better, then the third time in
a  most  forceful  way the order  of  the Spirit  came again,  this  time I  quickly obeyed.  I  turned to  my
concordance & this is what I read.  STRONGS # G509  anothen  an'-o-then,  From G507; from above; by
analogy from the first; by implication anew: - from above, again, from the beginning (very first), the
top.  As I began  to realise the significance of what I had just read I was astounded, elated & thrilled. 
 
     Except a man be born - FROM ABOVE – AGAIN -  FROM THE BEGINNING - or very first - FROM THE
TOP.  Now to begin to illustrate – from the top – today in music, means from the beginning of the song.
'From the first', means exactly the same as 'from the beginning'  ''In the beginning God created''  Except
a man be born – from above, or AGAIN – that is to experience what he - man - had in the very beginning
& to eventually come to a realisation of who & what he was in the very beginning of time.  ''for we had
been  foreordained (chosen & appointed  beforehand) in  accordance with  His  purpose,  Who works
everything in agreement with the counsel & design of His own will.''   Eph 1:11b. Amp. ''Created in
Christ Jesus''   Eph 2:10b KJV, the Greek says  'formed'. [STRONGS 2963 Ktizo  to fabricate, make,
found, create, form originally.]  ''Even [in His love] He chose us [actually picked us out for Himself as
His own] in Christ Jesus before the foundation of the world''   Eph 1:4a. Amp.

     So the first vibrations of our new birth is the opening up of our spiritual awareness of who we were
originally & this means in one sense a returning to a deep spiritual stirring in the depths of our spirit as to
our true original identity although this may not register in our natural mind, our spirit which is the true
spiritual man, not HU-MAN understands.

     In the KJV most times there is no differentiation between children & sons. In the Greek the word for
children is teknon or immature, the word for sons is huios or mature. Most of the more modern versions
have rectified this.  So how are we to identify the difference.  Rom 8:14 has the perfect answer  ''As many
as are LED by the Spirit of God, they are the sons of God.''  This is a staggering statement & is not to be
taken lightly.  Who among us are at the moment like the pattern Son & can say ''I do always the will of
my Father.''  Remember He possessed the ''Spirit without measure.''  I.E The full Tabernacle experience.

     1Jn 3:2, MKJV.  ''Beloved, now we are children of God, and it has not yet been revealed what we
shall be. But we know that when He shall be revealed, - in us - we shall be like Him, for we shall see
Him as He is.''  John is saying here that at the moment we are still children.  Even though our  true
identity is Christ he is teaching us in the here & now how to progress to the place that we will always be
led by the Spirit, in other words we have been predestined to be led by His Spirit.  This is known as the
''Manifestation  of  the  Son's  of  God.'' ''For  the  earnest  expectation  of  the  creation  waits for  the
manifestation of the sons of God.'' Rom 8:19 MKJV. 

     And so great  hope is  up ahead & this  is  what  God is  leading us  into;  even those who he has
predestined. Incidentally this is not only ahead of us but we are very much a part of it right now, but not in
its fullness.

     ''For those whom He foreknew [of whom He was aware and loved beforehand], He also destined
from the beginning [foreordaining them] to be molded into the image of His Son [and share inwardly
His likeness], that He might become the firstborn among many brethren.  30  And those whom He thus
foreordained, He also called; and those whom He called, He also justified (acquitted, made righteous,
putting them into right standing with Himself). And those whom He justified, He also glorified [raising
them to a heavenly dignity and condition or state of being].''   Rom 8:29-30. Amp.

Putting off Pentecost & Putting on Tabernacles!

When we gain the experience & the understanding of the Third Realm namely Tabernacles we come out
of the Second Realm  Pentecost  & into liberty, we are no longer under a Pastor, or the Second Realm
pattern or order, we are now directly answerable to our Chief Shepherd & none other.  Yes; we listen to
teachers, but there are so many teachers; so how do we determine who & what is right?  Our Chief
Shepherd; the Spirit of God, - Christ our true identity - will guide us if we are honest;  not our lowered
consciousness or our SELF WILL. Some who have a part understanding of Tabernacles do not want to go
all the way & prefer to remain in the what is now called the in part realm or Pentecost.  I say what is now
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called Pentecost, the reason being is that it is a far cry from the belief that Paul tells us about. The so
called deliverance ministries of today have become  superstitions  compared to what the early Church
practised.   For  some it  is  hard  to  break  away from having  the  rule  over  others,  for  they  love  the
constrictive  hold  that  they  have  on  other  lives  – even  though  most  times  they  do  not  realise  this
themselves -  as they think that controlling others is their calling.  But all the time it is ironic that they are
blind to the fact that it is they themselves who are in need of deliverance from the religious delusion that
they are snared in.  The main theme of their thinking is touch not, taste not & they wish to bring others
under the domination of their way of thinking.  Some even try to put the yoke of bondage back onto those
who are in the way of liberty & do not feel satisfied unless they are trying to release these back into their
bondage, I say release ambiguously as this is their way of thinking. This is the illusion of  RELIGION.
The in part realm is part soul & part Spirit, the true Tabernacle believer is endeavouring not to mix the
two. 

There Is A Higher Way!
     
We are to put off   the OLD MAN of Pentecost & put on the NEW MAN of Tabernacles.  The legalism of
the in part realm is to disappear from those who are in Tabernacles, we must come to the place where we
realise that ''ALL things work together for good.''  There is to be no more striving, & because 'ALL things
work  together' this  deletes  any idea  of  any enemies.   Tabernacles  is  a  wonderful  step  upward.   In
Pentecost which many have thought was a denomination, & some even a spiritual destination,  is not so,
for our destination is a much, much higher goal than what we first thought.  In the Tabernacle experience
we have ''NO MORE ENEMIES''.  For those who are interested please read the same article on our web-
site. < www.rwknowles.com.au >  

    There is the ankle deep understanding, then there are the knees, then the loins or waist deep experience,
but none of us will be completely satisfied until we are floating, & relying on nothing but the weight &
pressure of the water or Spirit, it is then that we have given up all activity of our own & are completely
relying on the Spirit; & flesh & the in part, & all else is gone.  Ezek 47:1-9.  In other words the activity of
our mistaken identity flesh is swallowed up by our True Christ Identity Spirit..

 Stop Look & Listen!

Once again we are quoting from our Bro Hawtin.  Quote :- ''It is time to stop, look & listen.  We are living
in very important times. We are continually hearing wonderful things.  But I warn you that the heights of
son-ship, the kingdom & all the fullness of God are not attained by merely hearing about them.  They
must be our heart-absorbing, soul consuming quest.  Otherwise we will be like those who have heard the
pipe & have not danced, & those who have heard the voice of mourning & have not wept.  It has always
been a vicious trait of man to hear but not to do.  Thousands love to hear & read new things & listen to
spiritual revelation, but never lift a finger to attain.  Don't waste time telling me that we need do nothing
about it.  Don't try to persuade me that all we need to do is believe.  I would rather far listen to Paul who
knew what he was talking about when he said,  ''Forgetting the things which are behind & reaching
forth unto the things that are before, I press toward the mark for the prize of the high calling of God in
Christ  Jesus.''   Again he says,   ''Leaving the principles of the doctrine of Christ,  let  us go on to
perfection.''   Heb  6:1.   This  last  exhortation  plainly  shows  that  constant  adherence  to  elementary
doctrines is as great a hindrance to spiritual progress as anything could ever be.

     I firmly believe it is time to leave the shadowy imperfect things of the dispensation of grace & begin to
lay hold on those more permanent things that belong to the kingdom.  Let us therefore no longer be
interested in laying the foundation of repentance from dead works & faith toward God, baptisms, laying
on of hands, but let us seek to go on to the perfection of son-ship & the fullness of the Holy Spirit.

    When I speak of the fullness of the Spirit I am not speaking of an initial baptism of the Holy Spirit such
as you may have received thirty or forty years ago, but I am speaking of an ever increasing fullness that
gradually saturates & overwhelms your life, your being, & your walk until all your thinking, your walking
your talking, & your doing is done by the Holy Spirit Himself.  Your whole life becomes a life lived in a
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realm that is strange & ethereal to all  other men because almost all  men live on a plane completely
governed by the natural & the carnal mind.'' -: Unquote.

The Procedure of The Fullness of Our Birth!

     

I would like us to right now understand that even though in our true identity we have the Christ himself
within us, the true & full manifestation of that must be worked out through faith, obedience & realisation.
When Jesus said that  ''It is expedient for you that I go away; for if I do not go away, the Comforter will
not come to you. Jn 16:7 MKJV.  Up to this point the followers of Jesus had a mind set on the MAN &
like many it was in their minds that it was a great man that they were to follow, but it was what was in this
Man that Jesus came to reveal, in other words if I go not away you will never realise that what is in me is
already within you in the Kingdom of God, they did not yet realise that out of their bellies, or innermost
beings were to flow rivers of living waters. When they received the manifestation of this the tongues of
fire they may have come from above but the Holy Spirit which was the manifestation of the Christ came
from out of their innermost being.  In other words Jesus wanted to stop them relying on the flesh, or in
this case the man Jesus, & look to the Christ who had been within them all the time but there had been a
hindrance or a  VEIL which  was upon their hearts  & needed to be removed from their understanding.
Why am I saying all this ?  To show that what we call the new birth is a revealing of that which is within
& furthermore it is a constant renewing which will continue until we have been changed into the  full
image & likeness of Jesus who is the Christ.  

     If we do not look away from the personal sense of salvation, meditation, & guidance, you will not find
the great light within your own consciousness.  Spiritual illumination does not come from a person –
human being – but from the Christ ,  the universal truth, the illumined consciousness or true identity  of
yourself.  ''Unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given. Isa 9:6.  There is a difference!!

The Adamic Dream or Sleep!

When Eve was taken from Adam, God caused him to go into a deep sleep. There is no indication that he
ever awoke.  What type of sleep was this?  We are told that we were  ''subjected to frailty (to futility,
condemned to frustration), not because of some intentional fault on its – our - part, but by the will of
Him Who so subjected it--[yet] with the hope.'' Rom 8:20 AMP. Eccl. 1:2. This sleep of spiritual death or
the ADAMIC DREAM was part of God's processing's for His sons to bring them to full perfection.  All of
the creation of God will eventually become a part of this divine plan, but He first has His forerunners who
He has chosen & destined, Rom 8: 29-30. We are told of this plan in 1Cor 15:23 ISV ''However, this will
happen to each person in the proper order: first the Messiah, - Jesus Christ - then those who belong to
the Messiah when he comes.''  Notice very carefully what we are told here, this will happen to each or
every person in their own order or time & to prove this we read in the previous verse, ''For as in Adam
ALL die, even so in Christ shall  ALL be made ALIVE.''  Now to return to the rest of verse 23 first the
Messiah or Christ then those who belong to the Christ when He comes, these are the forerunners or the
sons that will be manifested first.  This is not the time for the rest of creation, as they are a part of what
happens from verse 24 -28, this is the period that the ALL shall be made ALIVE.  Now not one person can
possibly come out of this Adamic dream unless we are quickened, made alive, or awakened  by Christ or
the Anointed One & all of this happens within us. Let us read on.

Awake O Sleeper!

''Therefore He says, Awake, O  sleeper, - dreamer - and arise from the dead, and Christ shall shine
(make day dawn) upon you and give you light.''   Eph 5:14. AMP.    Isa. 60:1-2.  The KJV tells us
''Awake thou that sleepest & arise from the dead, & Christ shall give thee light.''

''Awake [from your drunken stupor - or deep sleep - and return] to sober sense and your right - Christ
consciousness -  minds, and sin no more.''  1Co 15:34a AMP.  This awakening does not happen all at
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once, I would liken it to coming out of heavy anaesthetic after an operation, in my experience it took
some time to  WAKE UP & regain my original  form of  function & senses.   This  is  borne  out  in  the
following verse.
     ''And all of us, as with unveiled face, [because we] continued to behold [in the Word of God] as in a
mirror  the  glory  of  the Lord,  are  constantly  being transfigured     into  His  very  own image in ever
increasing splendour and from one degree of glory to another; [for this comes] from the Lord [Who is]
the Spirit.''  2Co 3:18 AMP.  We are constantly changing, & it will take time before we completely wake
up, to our original identity & to what we had in the very beginning ''till we all attain unto the unity of
the faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of God, unto a full-grown man, unto the measure of the
stature of the fullness of Christ:''  Eph 4:13. ASV. The real meaning of our being born AGAIN is not that
we were first born of the flesh & then we needed another spiritual birth, even though we can easily
understand it as such, but that we needed AGAIN a fresh realisation as to who & what we were in the very
beginning of when we proceeded from the very being of  God Himself.  To go a little further we always
HAVE BEEN;  There was never a time when man was not. If the life of man began at any time, a time
would come when it would end. The thoughts of God cannot be limited, no finite mind can comprehend
things infinite.  We are speaking here of man as a spiritual being & not a hu-man being.  We have all this
in the memory of our true Christ identity but our soulical self or – mistaken identity - must & will learn to
be subservient & in doing so he/we will automatically take on the nature of the true identity of his true
Christ self ; & in doing so when returned, his memory which includes,  love, joy, peace, long-suffering,
gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness & temperance, will be dominant & having these he then we will
begin to ''attain unto the unity of the faith.''   In doing this then he/we will not contend legalistic-ally for
our beliefs but will be, 
     ''advancing steadily toward the completeness and perfection that belong to spiritual maturity. Let us
not again be laying the foundation of repentance and abandonment of dead works (dead formalism)
and of the faith [by which you turned] to God,  2  With teachings about purifying, the laying on of
hands, the resurrection from the dead, and eternal judgement and punishment. [These are all matters
of which you should have been fully aware long long ago.''  Heb 6:1b-2.  Any teaching or doctrine that
we have, even though it may be right, if it is presented legalistic-ally is wrong, the spirit should always be
one of patience & love.  And if any of us think that we have a legal contract with God, & that God must
keep that legal contract we are not understanding that truth in the way that is meant, & He will break us
from that legality, for the only law that exists in God is the ''law of the Spirit of life which is in Christ
Jesus.''  This is what is meant by the ''Royal law.''

     If we think that we have a command from God, it must be presented in & by the Spirit of God. Even
Peter's command to the disciples at the house Cornelius' was not for all occasions.  When any command
of God is presented it must be in the Spirit of love & then the command of truth will be received.  There
is no other way. 

The Right Hand Of God!

''You will show me the path of life; in Your presence is  fullness of joy, at Your right hand there are
pleasures forever-more.''   Psa 16:11 AMP.  ''For David did not ascend into the heavens; yet he himself
says, The Lord said to my Lord, Sit at My  right hand and share My throne. 35 Until I make Your
enemies a footstool for Your feet.''  Act 2:34-35. AMP.   Ps. 110:1.
     
     ''To him who overcomes I will grant to sit with Me in My throne, - at His right hand - even as I also
overcame and have sat down with My Father in His throne.'' Rev 3:21 MKJV.  The corporate son who
is the Son PERFECTED will sit in this place of authority.  Where?  In some geographical place in the sky?
No!  This will all take place in the Kingdom of God.  Which is where?  Within you of course, God's son's
are going to come to a spiritual realisation within themselves in their innermost being of their true status
as to who they are in their Christ-hood or in their true identity. 
    
     The RIGHT HAND simply means a place of authority.  Jesus said in Luke 13:32. ''Behold I drive out
demons & heal the sick today & tomorrow, & on the third day I shall be PERFECTED''   or finish my
course, or reach my goal.  TODAY & TOMORROW? According to Peter; One day with the Lord is as one
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thousand years & one thousand years is as ONE DAY.  We are now in that third day, we are at the close of
one era & right now entering the next, even as Joshua & Caleb led the remnant into the Jordan river,
which was a type of what is happening even now.  And even as the majority of Israel who represent God's
people today, refused to walk in the way of the minority namely Joshua & Caleb & all those under 20
years of age who were at the time of the crossing much older of course, so it is today, but do not fear, God
has once again called out for Himself a remnant & is purifying them to sit on His Right Hand & is
making them ready to be manifested to the world that all creation may be set free from the bondage of
corruption of which the last enemy DEATH will be overcome first by the sons of God & then in due time
by the rest of creation. This is indeed the reason that  ''the morning stars sang together & the sons of
God shouted of God shouted for joy.''  They were envisaging the lowering of creation into frailty, futility,
condemnation & frustration, not because of any wrong that they had done, but because of the hope of
what God had in mind for the whole of creation.  Rom 8:20. This is why the whole of creation has been &
even now is moaning together in the pains of labour.  For there is a MANCHILD that is about to be BORN
& may I also say the this is the true culmination of the the true  BIRTH into the full image of the  only
begotten Son who is now the FIRST-BEGOTTEN from the dead & is in the throes of becoming the - may I
say - the second born in & through his own Corporate body. Rev 12:5, 1:5. 

The Cost!

Now again in the words of George Hawtin. Quote :- '' The son-ship which God has planned cannot be
attained lightly & with ease.  All who bear this eternal hope within their breasts may as well resolve here
& now that the only path that leads to son-ship is the path of suffering. Along that path is lonesomeness,
temptation, despair, trials, tribulations, misunderstanding, rejection, pain --- a great variety of sufferings
that come in one way to you, another way to me, & in still another way to our brother or sister traveller.
It is unavoidable.  It cannot be dodged.  At the beginning of the road that leads to son-ship stands the first
Son of God. Jesus Christ the Lord, saying, ''If any man would follow Me, let him deny himself self & take
up his cross & follow Me.''  It is still the way of the cross that leads home, & be warned of this:  Your
associates will become fewer & fewer as you approach the agonies of Gethsemane, & when you reach
your cross you will find yourself alone --- alone except for Christ who has now formed within you.

     Since heaven's greatest desire for the sons of men is that they shall be sons of God, let us learn that
God  scourges  every son  who  He  receives.   For  what  son  is  there  that  receives  not  chastisement?
Chastisement is sent that we might learn the will of the Father & come to cherish that will above all the
glittering prizes of the world now present or the world which is to come.  We are not asked to accept &
endure suffering for suffering's sake, but we are asked to accept & endure suffering for son-ship's sake.
This is the royal road that leads us to son-ship.  This is the burning cleansing fire that is to try us.  It will
not singe one hair of our head nor leave the smell of fire upon us, but it will burn off our bondages &
shackles & leave us free to walk unharmed in the fire with One like the son of God.

     I do not know how or why Christians came to the conclusion that son-ship was to be declared & made
manifest by mighty works.  It pains my heart to hear of men who imagine they are manifested sons of
God, because of their prominence in some field of ministry.  I know of no man or woman on earth today
who even remotely resembles a manifested son of God. We are at the very door of the great manifestation
of the sons of God, but God has reserved it for a time known only to Himself.  Then the wonderful
perfection of the sons of God will be manifested......''For-as-much then as Christ has suffered for us in the
flesh, arm yourselves likewise with the same mind; for he that has suffered in the flesh hath ceased from
sin that he should no longer live the rest of his time in the flesh to the lusts of men but to the will of God.''
1Pet, 4:1-2.
     The truth is that our son-ship is now & always was the hope of the entire creation of God. Son-ship is
dearer  to God's  heart  than any other  thing.  God the Father  has  carefully planned our  son-ship from
timeless ages.  Every detail of the process by which we were to attain the perfection of son-ship was laid
down in heaven's blueprint before their was a world, an age, or a dispensation.  In the hope of son-ship He
has subjected the entire creation to the thraldom & decay of ages & dispensations. He has caused men
like Abraham to become wanderers & pilgrims on the earth throughout their lives in the hope of  bringing
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them  to  the  perfection  of  son-ship  He  demands.   He  has  sold  men  like  Joseph  into  slavery  &
imprisonment to bring them to son-ship. He sends His predestined sons to pass the night in lions' dens &
burning fiery furnaces & drops Jeremiah-s into muddy wells all in the hope of son-ship.  He sends His
only begotten Son into the world to learn obedience by the things He suffered, to be despised & rejected
of men, a man of sorrows & acquainted with grief.  He afflicts His apostle, Paul with a grievous thorn &
causes him to cry with joy from the blackness of his grief, ''These light afflictions which are but for a
moment are working for us a far more exceeding & eternal weight of glory.''  And for our sakes who are
often as sorely tried he names in the eleventh chapter of Hebrews a great cloud of witnesses that died in
faith after a life of suffering to wait for that glorious resurrection when both they & us would in the mercy
of God be made perfect together.'' -:  Unquote.

The Fullness, Entering INTO The Kingdom!

Because our understanding of the new birth was handed down from the outer court  understanding, which
came to us from - in short - a dark ages concept, we have not bothered to question & explore in an overall
way all the aspects involved in this subject.  Even now many of us in the Third Realm of understanding
have been up to this point so gullible in accepting what is so glibly usually explained & understood.  Now
please do not misunderstand me I am also a searcher & a seeker & am desiring truth & I am not mad at
anybody, but as we progress we are all learning & does not the scripture inform us that ''It is the glory of
God to conceal a thing, but the wisdom of kings to search out a matter.''  Are we not all  kings &
priests?  Plus does He not  ''reveal His secrets to His prophets.''  Are we not in our true identity Christ ?
PROPHETS!! I trow so!
    
      I wish to suggest today as well as having many phases that our new birth into the kingdom of God has
two major events to us individually.  One now  in ourselves  & then at the culmination of His coming,
when the corporate son is both spiritually & consciously joined together.  ''Jesus answered and said to
him, Truly, truly, I say to you, Unless a man is born again, he cannot SEE the kingdom of God.''  John
3:3. Notice in verse 3 we are first told that we CANNOT SEE or understand.  Then in the 5th verse ''Unless
a  man  is  born  of  water  and  the  Spirit, he  cannot  ENTER into  the  kingdom  of  God.''  The  first
description is referring to the Kingdom of God that is within, or a realisation of our true beginnings. The
second verse 5 is referring to something that we are to enter into.  Let us now compare this with the
following verses in 2Peter.
     ''Therefore, brothers, rather be diligent to make your calling and election sure, for if you do these
things, you shall never fall. 11  For so an entrance shall be ministered to you abundantly into the
everlasting kingdom of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.''  2Pet 1:10-11  MJKV.  In the following
CEV. We are told '' if you keep on doing this, you won't stumble and fall. - This is in the now -  11 Then
our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ will give you a  glorious welcome into his  kingdom that will last
forever.''  2Pe 1:10b-11. CEV.  THEN our Lord Jesus will give us a glorious welcome.  At the moment the
Kingdom is within us, then at His coming He will usher us INTO His glorious Kingdom.
     
     Let us now look at Rom 8:22-23.WEBSTERS.  ''For we know that the whole creation groans, and
travails in pain together until now:  And not only they, but ourselves also, who have the first-fruits of
the Spirit, even we ourselves groan within ourselves,  waiting for the adoption – son-ship,- to wit, the
redemption of our body.''  WAITING for the adoption or our son-ship. When?  At the redemption of our
bodies. Perhaps there is no other single passage of scripture that throws so much light on what we are
endeavouring to impart to us all today. In the light of what we have shared so far let us now consider
these verses from Matthew. ''When the Son of Man comes in his glory with all of his angels, he will sit
on his royal throne.  The people of all nations will be brought before him, and he will separate them,
as shepherds separate their sheep from their goats.  He will place the sheep on his right and the goats
on his left.  Then the king will say to those on his right, "My father has blessed you! Come and receive
the kingdom that was prepared for you before the world was created.''  Mat 25:31-34. Can we now see
the difference, there is a Kingdom that we are yet to fully inherit. This will be the culmination.  Except a
man is born of the water – the washing of water by the word - & of the Spirit, he cannot ENTER into the
kingdom of God.
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''Christ the Antidote Regarding Death''

The Fullness Of Son-ship!

Though we may not have realised it yet, the main concern with our Great God is that He would mould us
into exact replicas of Himself.  He is interested that we ALL become SONS each & every one of us & I
will say today without any equivocation that He will have it so COMPLETELY. 

''He purposed ... that in ...fullness of the times He might gather together in one all things in Christ …
who works all things according to the counsel of His WILL.'' Eph 1: 9-11.

''Who WILL have all men to be saved, and to come to the knowledge of the truth.'' 1Ti 2:4

''The Lord is  not slack concerning his promise, as some men count slackness; but is long-suffering
toward us, NOT WILLING that any should perish, but that all should come to repentance.''  2Pe 3:9. 

 ''Beloved now are we the CHILDREN of God, & it doth not yet appear what we shall be, but we know
that when He shall appear we shall BE LIKE HIM,  for we shall see Him as He is.  And every man that
hath this hope in him PURIFIETH HIMSELF even as HE IS PURE.'' 1Jn3:2-3. When we are told that we
shall be like Him this is not meaning that we shall be similar, as with some twins you cannot tell them
apart, so it will be with His corporate body, within  there will be no difference, ''we will see Him as He
is'' it will be like looking in a mirror, we shall see Him face to face within ourselves. ''As He is so shall
we be also.''   We will have become huios fully matured sons, ''as many as are led by the spirit these are
the sons of God''  These will fulfil,  ''that which is born of God CANNOT SIN because he is born of God,'' 

One of Many Voices From The Past!

''And God showed great kindness to man in this, that He did not suffer him to continue being in sin
forever; but,  as it  were by a kind of banishment,  cast him out of  Paradise,  in order that,  having by
punishment expiated within an appointed time the sin, & having been disciplined, he should afterward be
recalled.''  Written by Theophilus   ''Third Bishop of Antioch ''  160-181 A.D.             Rom 8:20-21,

               Ah Lord God, Thou hast made the heavens
              And the earth by Thy Great power....        

Nothing is too difficult for Thee 
Nothing is too difficult for Thee

           Great and mighty God...mighty in deed
       Nothing, nothing, absolutely nothing

           Nothing is too difficult  for Thee.         

Trust that this has been of help.  Bless each & every one of you.  

Written by Ralph Knowles,  June  2011.

All previous parts of this series can be accessed at.
   www.rwknowles.com

If we have been prone to human error in this article it is not purposely, & I trust that a little kindness would allow for any fault, & that we will
consider & imbibe the better or spiritual part of that which is presented & intended. RWK..
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